
2 Introduction to Network Theory

In this section we will introduce some popular families of networks and will investigate how well they
allow to support routing.

2.1 Basic network topologies

The most basic network topologies used in practice are trees, cycles, grids and tori. Many other
suggested networks are simply combinations or derivatives of these. The advantage of trees is that the
path selection problem is very easy: for every source-destination pair there is only one possible simple
path. However, since the root of a tree is usually a severe bottleneck, so-calledfat treeshave been
used. These trees have the property that every edge connecting a nodev to its fatheru has a capacity
that is equal to all leaves of the subtree routed atv. See Figure 1 for an example.
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Figure 1: The structure of a fat tree.

Fat trees belong to a family of networks that require edges of non-uniform capacity to be efficient.
Easier to build are networks with edges of uniform capacity. This is usually the case for grids and
tori. Unless explicitly mentioned, we will treat all edges in the following to be of capacity 1. In the
following, [x] means the set{0, 1, . . . , x− 1}.
Definition 2.1 (Torus, Mesh) Let m, d ∈ IN. The(m, d)-meshM(m, d) is a graph with node set
V = [m]d and edge set

E =

{
{(ad−1 . . . a0), (bd−1 . . . b0)} | ai, bi ∈ [m],

d−1∑

i=0

|ai − bi| = 1

}
.

The (m, d)-torusT (m, d) is a graph that consists of an(m, d)-mesh and additionally wrap-around
edges from(ad−1 . . . ai+1(m − 1) ai−1 . . . a0) to (ad−1 . . . ai+1 0 ai−1 . . . a0) for all i ∈ [d] and all
aj ∈ [m] with j 6= i. M(m, 1) is also called aline, T (m, 1) a cycle, and M(2, d) = T (2, d) a
d-dimensional hypercube.

Figure 2 presents a linear array, a torus, and a hypercube.
The hypercube is a very important class of networks, and many derivatives, the so-calledhyper-

cubic networks, have been suggested for it. Among these are the butterfly, cube-connected-cycles,
shuffle-exchange, and de Bruijn graph. We start with the butterfly, which is basically a rolled out
hypercube.
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Figure 2: The structure ofM(m, 1), T (4, 2), andM(2, 3).

Definition 2.2 (Butterfly) Let d ∈ IN. Thed-dimensional butterflyBF (d) is a graph with node set
V = [d + 1]× [2]d and an edge setE = E1 ∪ E2 with

E1 = {{(i, α), (i + 1, α)} | i ∈ [d], α ∈ [2]d}
and

E2 = {{(i, α), (i + 1, β)} | i ∈ [d], α, β ∈ [2]d, α andβ differ

only at theith position} .

All node set{(i, α) | α ∈ [2]d} is said to formlevel i of the butterfly. Thed-dimensional wrap-around
butterflyW-BF(d) is defined by taking theBF (d) and identifying leveld with level 0.

Figure 3 shows the 3-dimensional butterflyBF (3). TheBF (d) has(d + 1)2d nodes,2d · 2d edges
and degree 4. It is not difficult to check that combining the node sets{(i, α) | i ∈ [d]} into a single
node results in the hypercube.
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Figure 3: The structure of BF(3).

Next we define the cube-connected-cycles network. It only has a degree of 3 and it results from
the hypercube by replacing the corners by cycles.

Definition 2.3 (Cube-Connected-Cycles)Letd ∈ IN. Thecube-connected-cyclesnetwork CCC(d) is
a graph with node setV = {(a, p) | a ∈ [2]d, p ∈ [d]} and edge set

E =
{
{(a, p), (a, (p + 1) modd)} | a ∈ [2]d, p ∈ [d]

}

∪
{
{(a, p), (b, p)} | a, b ∈ [2]d, p ∈ [d], a = b except forap

}
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Two possible representations of a CCC can be found in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The structure of CCC(3).

The shuffle-exchange is yet another way of transforming the hypercubic interconnection structure
into a constant degree network.

Definition 2.4 (Shuffle-Exchange)Letd ∈ IN. Thed-dimensional shuffle-exchangeSE(d) is defined
as an undirected graph with node setV = [2]d and an edge setE = E1 ∪ E2 with

E1 = {{(ad−1 . . . a0), (ad−1 . . . ā0)} | (ad−1 . . . a0) ∈ [2]d, ā0 = 1− a0}

and
E2 = {{(ad−1 . . . a0), (a0ad−1 . . . a1)} | (ad−1 . . . a0) ∈ [2]d} .

Figure 5 shows the 3- and 4-dimensional shuffle-exchange graph.

Definition 2.5 (DeBruijn) Theb-ary DeBruijn graph of dimensiond DB(b, d) is an undirected graph
G = (V, E) with node setV = {v ∈ [b]d} and edge setE that contains all edges{v, w} with the
property thatw ∈ {(x, vd−1, . . . , v1) : x ∈ [b]}, wherev = (vd−1, . . . , v0).

Two examples of a DeBruijn graph can be found in Figure 6.

2.2 Direct and indirect networks

Networks are usually separated intodirect and indirect networks. Direct networks are networks in
which every node represents a processing unit that can inject and absorb packets, whereas in indirect
networks only certain nodes (the so-calledinput nodes) can inject packets and certain nodes (the so-
calledoutput nodes) can absorb packets.

A very broad class of direct graphs are the so-called vertex-transitive graphs.
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Figure 5: The structure of SE(3) and SE(4).
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Figure 6: The structure ofDB(2, 2) andDB(2, 3).

Definition 2.6 (Vertex-Transitive Graph) A graphG = (V,E) is called vertex-transitive if for any
pair of nodesu, v ∈ V there exists an isomorphismϕ : V → V with ϕ(u) = v such that the graph
Gϕ = (V,Eϕ) with Eϕ = {{ϕ(x), ϕ(y)} | {x, y} ∈ E} is equal toG.

Intuitively, vertex-transitivity means that a graph looks the same from any node. Vertex-transitive
graphs form a very general class and include many of the standard networks such as thed-dimensional
torus, the wrap-around butterfly, the hypercube, etc. Another important class of graphs are the so-
called expanders.

Definition 2.7 (Expander) A graph is calledexpanderif it has a constant edge expansion.

Note that there exist expanders of constant degree. So far, the best expanders that have an explicit
construction are all vertex-transitive (see, e.g., [2, 3, 4]).

An important subclass of indirect networks are the so-called leveled graphs.

Definition 2.8 (Leveled Graph) A graphG = (V, E) is called leveled with depthD if the nodes
of G can be partitioned intoD + 1 levelsL0, . . . , LD such that every edge inE connects nodes of
consecutive levels. Nodes in level 0 are calledinputs, and nodes in levelD are calledoutputs. If, in
addition, |L0| = |LD| and L0 is identified withLD, thenG is called awrapped leveled graph with
depthD.
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Examples of leveled graphs are the fat tree and the butterfly, and an example of a wrapped leveled
graph is the wrap-around butterfly. In a butterfly it is usually assumed that the nodes inL0 represent
the input nodes and the nodes in levelLD represent the output nodes. In a fat tree the nodes in level
LD are usually both input and output nodes.

2.3 The diameter

One important goal in choosing a topology for a network is that it has a small diameter. The following
theorem presents a lower bound for this.

Theorem 2.9 Every graph of maximum degreed > 2 and sizen must have a diameter of at least
b(log n)/(log(d− 1))c − 1.

Proof. Suppose we have a graphG = (V,E) of maximum degreed and sizen. Start from any node
v ∈ V . In a first step at mostd other nodes can be reached. In two steps at mostd · (d− 1) additional
nodes can be reached. Thus, in general, in at mostk steps at most

1 +
k−1∑

i=0

d · (d− 1)i = 1 + d · (d− 1)k − 1

(d− 1)− 1
≤ d · (d− 1)k

d− 2

nodes (includingv) can be reached. This has to be at leastn to ensure thatv can reach all other nodes
in V within k steps. Hence,

(d− 1)k ≥ (d− 2) · n
d

⇔ k ≥ logd−1((d− 2) · n/d) .

Sincelogd−1((d− 2)/d) > −2 for all d > 2, this is true only ifk ≥ blogd−1 nc − 1. uu

Theorem 2.9 uses as a construction for the lower bound a complete(d − 1)-ary tree with a root
of degreed. However, it is easy to see that in this tree there are two nodes (see the leavesv andw in
Figure 7) with a distance of approximately2 logd−1 n, which is by a factor of 2 larger than the lower
bound. Can networks with a better diameter be constructed? The next theorem gives an answer to this.

Theorem 2.10 For every evend > 2 there is an infinite family of graphsGn of maximum degreed and
sizen with a diameter of at most(log n)/(log d− 1).

Proof. The proof is part of the assignment. uu

2.4 The edge expansion

We start with an upper bound on the edge expansion that must hold for all networks.

Theorem 2.11 For every graphG = (V, E) with non-negative edge capacities, the edge expansion
can be at most 1.
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Figure 7: Nodes with highest distance in a tree.

Proof. For every setU ⊆ V let EU = {{v, w} ∈ E | v ∈ U}, where an edge appears twice
in EU if both v andw are inU . Certainly,(U, Ū) ⊆ EU . Sincec(U) = c(EU) it must therefore
hold thatc(U, Ū) ≤ c(U). Equivalently, it must also hold thatc(U, Ū) = c(Ū , U) ≤ c(Ū). Hence,
c(U, Ū) ≤ min{c(U), c(Ū)} and therefore

α(G) = min
U⊆V

c(U, Ū)

min{c(U), c(Ū)} ≤ 1 .

uu

Interestingly, for anyd ≥ 3 there are graphs that can achieve a constant edge expansion. These
are the so-called expanders. Unfortunately, it is very complicated to construct and analyze graphs that
have a constant edge expansion. Also, for the classes of graphs we presented above the edge expansion
is somehow complicated to compute. Therefore, we just give some results here.

Theorem 2.12 Thed-dimensional hypercube, cube-connected-cycles, butterfly, shuffle-exchange, and
DeBruijn graph with uniform edge capacities all have an edge expansion ofΘ(1/d).

Using the fact that for these networksd = Θ(log n), wheren is the number of nodes in the network,
it follows that all of these networks have an edge expansion ofΘ(1/ log n).

Next we give a relationship between the edge expansion and the diameter. Since the flow number
of a network is an upper bound on its diameter, it follows from Theorem 1.13:

Corollary 2.13 For every graph with edge expansionα the diameter is at mostO(α−1 log n).

From Theorem 2.9 it follows that this bound is exact for constant degree expanders. However, for
hypercubic networks it is off by a logarithmic factor, as will come out in the next section.

2.5 The flow number

First we explore limitations on the flow number.
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Theorem 2.14 For every network with diameterD its flow number must be at leastD. Also, for every
network with edge expansionα its flow number must be at leastα−1

The first property is obvious and the second follows immediately from Theorem 1.13. Do there
exist networks where the flow number is inO(max{D,α−1})? The next theorem lists some.

Theorem 2.15 Thed-dimensional hypercube, cube-connected-cycles, butterfly, shuffle-exchange, and
DeBruijn graph with uniform edge capacities all have a flow number ofΘ(d).

For proofs see, for example, [1] or [5]. Thus, for these networks it actually holds thatF = Θ(α−1),
i.e. the edge expansion describes very well the routing ability of the network. It also follows from the
bound that all must have a diameter ofO(log n).

2.6 The robustness

We end this section with the definition of one more parameter: therobustnessof a graphG = (V,E).
The robustnessR measures how well a graph can sustain node failures. It is defined as the maximum
ratio between the capacity lost inG due to node failures and the still available capacity that guarantees
thatG still contains a connected componentG′ = (V ′, E ′) with c(V ′) ≥ c(V )/2. The next theorem
gives a lower bound forR.

Theorem 2.16 For every graphG = (V,E) with edge expansionα, R ≥ 2α
1−α

.

Proof. Suppose that so many node failures have occurred that every connected componentU of
working nodes fulfillsc(U) ≤ c(V )/2. This would be bad in our case, so we want to determine what
kind of failure rate would be needed to achieve this. LetU1, . . . , Uk be the sequence of all connected
components that are still left inG. We assume theUis to be largest possible in a sense that all outside
neighbors of nodes in everyUi have failed. Sincec(Ui) ≤ c(V )/2 for every i it follows from the
definition of the edge expansion thatc(Ui, Ūi) ≥ α · c(Ui) for every i. Because inc(Ui) all edges
having both endpoints inUi are counted twice, the total working edge capacity inUi is

1
2
(c(Ui)− c(Ui, Ūi)) ≤ 1

2
(c(Ui)− α · c(Ui)) = 1−α

2
· c(Ui) .

Hence, ifV ′ is the set of all working nodes, then the total working edge capacity over all nodes is at
most

∑

i

1−α
2
· c(Ui) = 1−α

2
· c(V ′) . (1)

On the other hand, for every setUi the set(Ui, Ūi) consists of edges not working due to failed nodes.
Since none of these edges can be contained in any other set(Uj, Ūj), the total failed edge capacity is
at least

∑

i

c(Ui, Ūi) ≥
∑

i

α · c(Ui) = α · c(V ′) . (2)

Hence, combining (1) with (2) the ratio between the failed and working edge capacities must be at
least

α · c(V ′)
1−α

2
· c(V ′)

=
2α

1− α
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to make sure that there is no connected componentU any more withc(U) > c(V ). uu

As an example, consider the line ofn nodes. It has an edge expansion ofα = 1/(n − 1). Hence,
R ≥ (2/(n − 1))/(1 − 1/(n − 1)) = 2/(n − 2), which is true, because it takes the deletion of at
least 2 of then− 1 edges (or a ratio of2/(n− 1)) to make sure that for all connected componentsU ,
c(U) ≤ c(V )/2.
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